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Až budete příště potřebovat roční lékařskou prohlídku, možná si
budete muset naplánovat schůzku s recepční v zálivu Guantánamo.
Ve Spojených státech je přibližně jeden milion praktických lékařů a
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sbor generálního advokáta soudce námořnictva Spojených států drží
zapečetěná obvinění asi 19 000 z nich – praktických lékařů,
specialistů, chirurgů, pohotovosti a personálu urgentní péče.

Zdroj JAG obeznámený s obviněními řekl Real Raw News, že
obžalovaní lékaři se během Covid Plandemic účastnili neetického a
nezákonného partnerství s CDC a NIH. CDC/NIH podněcovalo
provinilé lékaře, aby nutili pacienty, aby se nechali oklamat, i když
pacienti protestovali proti potenciálně smrtelnému bodnutí.
Zdravotníci byli povzbuzováni, aby udělali vše kromě fyzického
zasažení pacienta, aby dosáhli souladu. Taktiky zahrnovaly nadávky
starším lidem a namlouvání těhotným ženám, že neočkované
budoucí matky ohrožují životy nenarozených dětí. CDC/NIH také
vyzvala lékaře, aby vyhrožovali „rozvodem“ pacientům, kteří nejsou
ochotni se nechat ošálit, a sdělit pacientům jejich jména by byla
přidána na černou listinu „odmítnutého očkování“. Mnoha pacientům
byla odepřena život zachraňující léčba a léky.

Lékařům bylo řečeno, že mají lékařskou odpovědnost za účast, aby
se neobjevili na jiném seznamu a jmenovali je v lékařské komunitě
vyvrhelové.

Náš zdroj řekl, že JAG se o seznamu dozvěděl od nejmenovaného
úředníka CDC, který je v současné době zadržován v Camp Blaz na
Guamu.

„Mohl na dálku přistupovat k seznamu lékařů, kteří, ať už byli
přinuceni nebo ne, šli spolu s Scamdemic. Měl názvy praktik a data.
Mohu říci, že jsme vyslechli a později zatkli pět lékařů na tomto
seznamu. Přiznali se, že přijali pokyny CDC. Pokud je pět z pěti
náhodných dokumentů v různých částech země vinných, pak je
seznam pravděpodobně přesný,“ uvedl náš zdroj.

Dodal, že aktuální seznam není úplný.
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"Tvrdí, nebo říká, že věří, že CDC má další seznamy, ke kterým se
nemohl dostat, seznamy, které, jak říká, obsahují více než 100 000
jmen lékařů a sester." Doufejme, že budoucí zatčení CDC nás
dovedou k těmto seznamům, pokud skutečně existují,“ řekl náš
zdroj.

Mezitím, dodal, JAG vytvořil předběžná obvinění 19 000; nicméně
vzhledem k ohromnému počtu nevyřízených obvinění v rukou JAG
neexistuje žádný pevný harmonogram, kdy bude 19 000 čelit
spravedlnosti.

"Pracujeme rychleji, než by se mohlo zdát." Ale je sakra hodně lidí,
kteří musí být uvězněni nebo pověšeni,“ řekl.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State.
Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a
prosperovaly. 

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které
kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin
prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.
Příspěvky pomáhají udržovat web aktivní a pomáhají podporovat
autora (a jeho účty za lékařskou péči)

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:
https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 88 538krát, dnes 26 223 návštěv)

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 open this link…….. http://earnings92.blogspot.com

Last edited 38 minutes ago by millcanyonroad
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19,000 is not enough. These unethical doctors and nurses are guilty
of murder. All for the love of money, they broke their oath.

Yeah, we obviously need to execute WAY more doctors than this.
Blood for the blood god! Skulls for the skull throne!

I believe that 19,000 medical professionals is just the tip of the
iceberg. I can foresee a mass exodus away from the medical
community. Many people on those lists will undoubtedly try to escape
justice by fleeing to another country. Looks like another checkpoint in
places of embarkation will be necessary to continually monitor the
list of names against those leaving the country. This is not a small
task.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning
sixteen thousand US dollars a month by working on the connection,
that was truly astounding for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it
simply. Everybody must try this job now by just using this
website… http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 1 hour ago by millcanyonroad

Sure expect us to believe this story? Nothing is going to happen to
these criminals. By rights they should be arrested, dragged into the
street and executed on the spot. That also includes all hospital
administrators who collected vast sums of cash for murdering their
patients. Unfortunately this will never because Big Pharma owns
most members of Congress and refuse to prosecute anyone. This
corruption goes down to local prosecutors who again won’t charge
these criminals for mass murder.

They will be facing military courts and special Nuremberg Code
courts supervised by the JAG (Judge Advocate General) military, not
the corrupt, bribe-taking civilian courts. Half or more of the crooked
civilian court judges will be defendents, fighting for their own lives.
Big Pharma and the Medical Cartel will be shattered into tiny pieces.

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Just keep waiting dude I am 100% certain that all the people you
don’t like will get arrested and executed #soon

I’m holding out hope that these so called ‘doctors et al’ WILL BE
indicted and either sentenced to HARD LABOR or execution. They
are frauds and are not healers.

Myself will roll with this article, giving it credence.

Apparently, top politicos were apprehended first in suppressing
obstacles, then NIH & CDC folks, toss in eliminating Frankenstein
laboratories, all while addressing pedophiles & child heinousness,
now focus on Covid medical personnel, seem to me as appropriate
sequence of attack.

Myself tell people: “when in doubt – stick it out, don’t bail out”.

Van Halen: Jump, ‘You got to roll with the punches and get to what’s
real”.

Taylor Swift,….with a Snake on her/his Coffee table, she/he claims to
be a Christian.

 By mocking God & Christianity, this filthy vile thing just broke her/his
own back for ALL the World to Bare Witness Before God Almighty –
all the while projecting its blame against Trump, without any shame.

 See it for yourself, they cannot help themselves.
 You Go Woke – You Go Broke!!!

bitchute. com/video/I1ZP1PNALCER/

Taylor Swift could look pretty good as a “bare witness”. But not the
whole viewership, much less All the World. As far as I know, God
created snakes, too. Antipathy to all of them is, in good measure, a
relic of our monkey ancestry. Snakes eat monkeys.(We former
monkeys sometimes return the favour.) Some of the antipathy is
learned from the Bible’s explanation of why they have no legs: God’s
curse or retribution. Guess I’ll go view the vid if I can.

Last edited 46 minutes ago by Paladin45
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bitchute.com/video/I1ZP1PNALCER/ is the corrected link. I like Swift
and her music but her success has been unusually fast, which
makes me think, yes, she is aligned with the negative forces….and
she doesnt even know it. She’s young and we all know how easily
the young can get gripped by phony ideals…..I think she is sincere in
what she believes but who wasnt sincere in their beliefs when they
were 20 yrs old??

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 open this link…….. http://earnings92.blogspot.com

Last edited 2 hours ago by millcanyonroad

I will never trust a doctor or a hospital again. Never really did
anyway, but seeing what they did for money really opened my eyes. I
have a sister that is a nurse in another state and she is totally
brainwashed into getting the clot shots and tried pushing her beliefs
on a younger sister. Luckily my younger sister did not fall for it. The
nurse sister kept bragging about how she got the shot and had been
boosted twice after and was working two jobs feeling great. I
wondered since they were mandated to get the shots as part of
keeping their jobs if they were giving nurses saline shots to keep
them and not lose them. We’ll never know. The forces behind all of
this were sinister.

Ask your nurse sister where the snake venom and graphene went
because I’m told by reliable sources they were in the jab. Everyone
who took the jab was supposed to die too.

Jim Cavaziel’s facebook page is run by a guy who asked me what I
was doing today and said he was building a house for an orphan.
Sure, so I’d go to the movie page instead.

http://earnings92.blogspot.com/
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19000 is fabulous. I fear its a drop in the bucket especially when you
consider all that should be charged. This is going to take a while but
I think it must be done,

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 open this link…….. http://earnings92.blogspot.com

Last edited 3 hours ago by millcanyonroad

We also, had a gal in our church that got Covid and had underlying
conditions that caused her to have to go to the hospital. The nurse
told her she was just days from going on a ventilator. We convinced
her husband to sneak in ivermectin to her. Upon taking it, she
completely recovered and was released.

The Durvet apple flavored 1.87% Anthelmintic & Boticide Ivermectin
horse paste bought at animal supply stores works just fine. But do
not give it to your dogs. I take a 1/2 inch long piece of it at body
weight 180 lbs, almost tasteless, no side effects, no nausea. skip
several days between 4 doses. The pills for humans are probably
better. Haven’t even gotten mild flu in years.

There should be a ton of doctors from Arizona on that indictment list.
THey PUSHED and PUSHED and PUSHED people to take their
killer jab, even were making TV commercials, pushing their FEAR
bullshit…………… I think they thought they could kill off a bunch of
the retirees, like Cuomo did in NY, but getting them all jabbed. It’s so
sickening, the lengths these evil doers are willing to go, all for their
own GREED

 .

Retirees were the main target, as they were drawing pensions from
the government kitty. Kill them off and the Gov pays out less money.

http://earnings92.blogspot.com/
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I was in a manufacturing business in Oregon at the time of covid.
Our wonderful governor Kate Brown issued an executive order that
everyone had to mask up. An executive order is nothing more than a
glorified suggestion. The legislative branch would not pass it into law
so she decided to take matters in her own hands with that executive
order. She then weaponized OSHA to start harassing business
owners to mask up. They sent two goons to our business and they
wanted to see the operation. We said no and asked them to leave.
Two of us in the office were not wearing masks. So they said we are
trying to figure out if we are gunna fine you $750 or $7500. We told
them it did not make any difference which one they chose because
we were not gunna pay it. We kept getting hit with the fines but did
not pay them. I would like to see Kate Brown and her goon squad
strung up for her participation in the pandemic scam.

I work at an infectious diseases clinic associated with a Medicaid
dependently funded hospital that gave out bonuses in Dec, 2020 due
to Covid incentives. I have worked here since 2011- never once ever
given any bonuses. Of course they didn’t spin them off as Covid
incentives- they said something else caused them to be able to pass
these funds around. They just remodeled the Emergency
Department too. I do data collection for research and am in patients
medical records- I can verify that Dr’s are still pushing the Covid
vaccine- latest given (that I saw) was May 2023. Just 2 months ago-
so this isn’t stopping. Hopefully these are all now saline injections
but the mere fact that these are still being pushed disgusts me. I am
disappointed that the medical community collaborated with and had
their hands in this = profits over patients (and staff). I do want to see
justice for the innocent people that trusted their Dr’s to give them the
right information. For the love of humanity to heal- people need to
see people being held accounable.

and what about the tv stations that relentlessly hounded the vax
message to their gullible audience? charge them too.
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Yes, the TV stations and their news departments pushed the
disinformation, maligning of the non-vaxxed and false narratives to
get people jabbed. In Canada BTW. Disgusting.

Study up on the ‘Biden cluster F-bomb’ foreign policy. WW III here
we go. Putin’s bombs are better than ours.
The Finnish reporter that Slo Joe dissed has more foreign policy
credentials than old man Slo Joe Biden!

 Pathetic!

Wait so is Biden the President or not dude? RRN says he’s not and
he’s never been in the White House. So wouldn’t that make it
Trump’s fault if Putin has better bombs than the US?

Ask your doctor,”Did you support mandates?” If they did..do not trust
them. My chiropractor is t he only doctor I know who did not.

I asked my personal MD whether he’s pushing the vax. I literally told
him the next Nuremberg Trials will make the last one look like a kid’s
birthday party. Most of them will be in the medical profession, and he
might want to rethink pushing a death jab. Delayed payback
eventually arrives regardless. He walked out of the room shaking his
head. I then over the next 2 weeks shared some fact memes with
him over the medical portal. Now he can’t say he wasn’t aware.

My veterinarian too, no mandates as only doctor I trust, who recently
gave me stitches after wife flung a knife at me. She got me on third
attempt in the same week. Now she applying for pistol license.

They need to go after those hospital execs who pushed the ‘death by
covid’ on death certificates to get the moolah. Should be easy to pick
them out. See what hospitals have started massive additions,
renovations, etc.

Yes, yes, yes. My husband had to claim religious exemption because
they were forcing the jabs. These execs made a ton of money off of
covid
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Of all the doctors I have ever seen, only ONE IS VOCAL AGAINST
THE DEATH JAB! ONE!! And, I have suffered through chronic Lyme
disease ( compliments of our military designing this disease on Plum
Island and purposefully releasing in Canada and Florida) and have
seen and still see many! They ALL COMPROMISED TO KILL AND
MAIM SO THEY COULD KEEP THEIR LUCRATIVE INCOMES!
Think about that…. Kill to keep your standard of living!! Furthermore,
they will blame their killing and maiming on the cdc, nih, universities,
medical associations, and medical journals to cover their asses!
They will not see a day at the end of a rope!! They are the demons of
big pharma… WHO CONTROLS OUR POLITICIANS! Fox in the
henhouse!

Who is responsible? WHO AND WEF GLOBALISTS BILDEBERG,
GATES, PAYSEURS ETC. ALL GOVERNMENTS CORPORATIONS
ARE KILLING POPULATIONS TO CONTROL

Right now an older woman architect has been “grooming” a blue-
eyed blonde, 8 year old. She has been taking her out
alone(grandmother has custody) letting her ride her horse, buying
her gifts and next week plans to take her on a speedboat ride with
her husband. I have just found out about this situation. If we hotline
the child, CPS will get their hands on her. No good. As people in St
Louis know, in the famous Chain of Rocks murder, Robin Kerry was
thrown into the river and her body was never found. I am putting this
on public notice, if this child “falls overboard and is gone forever” this
woman and her husband are the prime suspects. I have been
warned that they are “powerful people”.

PRAY for this child. Is Gramma that ignorant? Is Gramma a confused
individual? Make plans to take Gramma & child somewhere
overnight

 right before the scheduled boat ride.
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No one knows who “this woman” is. In the meantime, why not
contact Jim Cavaziel through his facebook page and talk to the
grandmother?

It would be a good idea for you to watch the movie “Rear WIndow.”
Might give you some perspective on this situation.

There is a criminal organization called “The Rainbow Girls”, that are
grooming young female children for purposes of pedophilia.

 contact Jim Cavaziel ASAP. He’s on Farcebook!

You understand that Jim Caviziel is an actor, right? He doesn’t
actually go on missions to rescue children. That was just a thing
called a “movie”

Kay is hot

Kay Schroeder joined the MJ Systems team in 2012 as an Account
Manager. Today, she manages the company, sales team, marketing,
manufacturer relationships and infrastructure. Call on Kay for timely
support for contracts, commercial needs, training or whenever you’re
not sure who to contact. She will get you to the right place.

Google paid $95 a hour on the internet..my close relative has
been without labor for nine months and the earlier month her
compensation check was $51005 by working at home for 10
hours a day….. E v e r y b o d y m u s t t r y t h i s j o b n o w b y j u s t u s e  t h i -
s….. http://www.SalaryApp1.com

Last edited 5 hours ago by millcanyonroad

Many thousands of the hundreds of thousands of Federal Grand
Jury Sealed Indictments have been unsealed, the criminals
contained within arrested, delivered to military bases for prosecution.

There have been hundreds of Federal Grand Juries over the past 7
years producing these hundreds of thousands of Federal Sealed
Indictments. There is no secret that they have been operating, their

http://www.salaryapp1.com/
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courtroom proceedings kept secret as always. The Globalists do not
want the people to know about them, therefore their mainstream
FAKE News censors keep them from the public. But we white hat
patriots know all about them. There used to be less than 1000
Federal Sealed Indictments per year, now it is hundreds of
thousands per year. Many have been unsealed, the criminals
arrested, many awaiting trial, many prosecuted, many executed,
many imprisoned.

Feel free to research to your heart’s content.
 remove 2 spaces each link

 https ://bad-boys .us

https ://qresear .ch

That particular phrase has been around since the dawn of the
computer age. No proof needed

My hats off to whomever complied that data you are linking here.
The info is incredible.

This one is hard to believe for me since they are still pushing the
fake vaccine in media, at hospitals and every CBS, Rite-aid any local
pharmacy. Anywhere there is a pharmacy they are pushing the
vaccines still.

 If they were arresting anyone in the doctor’s community whether it be
nurses or doctors, it would have made a head line somewhere in the
world. Not every site in the world is bias and fake news.

 I want this to be true since my only remaining brother and his family
are all hooked on fake news. They never took any vaccines in their
life and now they are fully jabbed and boosted.

 My daughter and grand-kids actually listened to me and didn’t get
vaccinated. My daughter had a problem when they jabbed her last
son and he had to start wearing dippers again and ended up Autistic
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after a really bad reaction to the MMR shot.
She was really easy to convince with the years of struggle she has
had after they gave her son the MMR shot.

Good news maybe but again only time will tell.

It really doesn’t matter if the fake news is pushing them, the
pharmacies are the ones jabbing people. Stop the pharmacies and
the news will stop talking about it.

I will never get another flu shot. I read that the covid stuff is in them
now. Not this old girl. I don’t learn fast, but I learn ‘good’.

I believe my son was vax damaged and suffered from autism all of
his short life. I was suspicious then, but everyone had to have all the
shots to go to school. Now I’m convinced all the shots are to control
population.

Will they be hanged while wearing their Stethoscopes and White
Coats? That would be a great visual reminder not to be fooled by
appearances. Those “Doctors” are worse than monsters.

Barako Insane assumed room temperature quite some time ago &
so did his Bride Big Mike too! A certain update for you: Right now
Obammy & Big Mike are now enjoying their now never ending
eternity in “Hell’s Lake of Fire”.

Be nice to see a video of there great going to hell and don’t let the
door hit where the sun don’t shine.

Wouldn’t you like to be a fly on the wall when they’re trying to talk
their way into the “pearly gates”?

They have a fake Obummer, the real one is gone. Shot in the back of
the head if I recall. MB has an article on it if you search.

Such an article is not here, though it may well be elsewhere; also a
picture of what looks very like Obama and Big Mike in prison gear in
a prison courtyard. Proof? No. And you have to take on board not
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just the clones (articles on that exist here) but also the use of CGI
etc. Good news is that clones do not last forever iirc.

I think that the worst absolutely gotta go Gitmo. The best among
them should spend the remainder of their days trying to actually heal
people, with med beds for free, as reparations to humanity.

NO!!!! They killed and maimed too many people, for any of these
assholes to get away with it. Nurses also…they knew what was
happening, but they wanted to keep their jobs, instead of trusting
GOD that they would be ok and better than ok if they had walked
away from the murders they were a part of and the lies of how these
people died…I heard that nurses were brutal, and sneaky on how
they coerced the elderly and ignorant to get the jab, they even held
them hostage…their loved ones couldn’t even get in to see their
Loved ones even unto death….hang them all that had any part in
this. They wanted the money more then being good human beings.
Any that received bonus’s at the time…Some nurses were still
jabbing people even when it was announced that it was no longer
needed, without even getting a written consent from the person
getting the jab.

 My daughter had not been jabbed all that time that it was required,
but after it was announced that the jab was not required anymore,
she had to go the Multicare hospital because she was in so much
pain in her body from a flair up of colitis. From the time she arrived in
the hospital emergency room she was being treated by one nurse,
then some other weird nurse came in and said she needed to give
her a shot and gave my daughter some excuse that she needed it as
part of her treatment. My daughter was in so much pain that she
couldn’t even question the nurse. The nurse didn’t tell her it was the
jab or have her sign anything, just gave her a narely shot. My
daughter said it hurt so much and the area she got the shot at, was
swollen for days. At that point we realized that the weird nurse gave
her the Jab…well, a few weeks later my daughter ended up having
to get admitted into the hospital because of the colitis, and this time
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she was discharging black goo, when before when she had a colitis
flair up she would have bloody discharge…We are now hoping
because of the flair up after the jab, all the jab poison came out of
her body with the discharge of the colitis flair up.

As I said hang them all!!

Detox her, there are doctors that do that. Research & find
 someone to “remove” the toxins from the jab.

There is no ‘best’ among them, as you put it! They ALL should be
DEAD…just like the ones they killed; only they should be hung.

Medbeds won’t need Dr. or nurses to run them. The bed does all the
healing. The medical scene is going to change drastically.

Okay say you have a heart attack going in one but no one to
stabilize you so what happens can’t go into med bed without being
stabilized guess you die.

How do you know this since med beds have never been seen, and
many say they don’t exist. (That quack gadget for sale in India
doesn’t count)

Don’t you think their days of “playing Doctor’s & Nurses” should be
over with?

 After all, “Practicing” to be a Doctor or a Nurse is what is says it is –
practice. They say practice makes perfect, yet for some reason we
never see that practice stopped and turn into nothing more than
practice. There’s no empathy and no professionalism, not unless
they’re Brain or Heart surgeons.

Last edited 3 hours ago by goober

My bitterness and hatred for what they done pity the fools pity the
fools, for it will be awhile to be rid of these feelings. How could they
show up to there job and stick peoples arms knowing what they do is
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killing people how can they live with that how can they sleep knowing
how many died at there hands.

Yup. There are many who don’t know the difference; they’re in need
of a refresher on their grammar 😉

And back on topic, the motto of the medical profession is, “First do
no harm.”

Unfortunately for many, this apparently means “…to your paycheck
or your job security.” :-/

During the pandemic I remember one NY city nurse committing
suicide and the family was trying to say she just couldn’t handle the
fact people where dying everywhere. I remember since I found it
weird that there was just one nurse in the news and not more talking
about some of the things they were seeing on the front lines.

 Maybe she saw what the vaccine was doing to people and couldn’t
handle the fact when she realized it was really the jab killing so many
and not the disease.

Two questions: will this ever be reported anywhere other than here?
The potential arrest and almost certain execution of 19,000 doctors
would not go unnoticed.

Second; an indictment must be handed down by a grand jury. That’s
the law and the Constitution. So there must have been hundreds of
grand juries, overseen by hundreds of prosecutors, who handed
down the indictments. Further, once their grand jury service is done,
jurors are free to speak. So there are thousands of potential leaks
here. How is that being handled?

Second: YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT CIVILIAN, PEACE-TIME
PROCEDURES. BUT, THIS WEBSITE is reporting on MILITARY
ACTIONS, including MILITARY TRIALS because the CIVILIAN
GOVERNMENT has been OVERTHROWN. MOST of the Civilian
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government: Legislative, Executive & Judicial branches, ARE
CORRUPT through ILLEGAL “voting”, bribery & blackmail. Suggest
you get your head out of your ass.

I could offer you the same suggestion. There is absolutely no proof
of your paranoid fantasy. And, in the USA, the Constitution is still in
effect which means indictments come from grand juries.

Go and read up about the military law and the Executive Orders
Trump put through and the whole question of “devolution” as put
forward, detail for legal detail, by Jon Herold /Patel Patriot.

NOTHING in all this violates the Constitution, on the contrary, it
upholds it, insofar as under tyrannical government, it becomes a
right, nay a duty, to stand up against it. And there are ways and
means of standing up appropriately. It is not without significance that
Andrew Jackson’s portrait was one of the three Trump had at the
White House. Jackson was “beaten” by a fraudulent election; he then
went campaigning to get so many of the people on his side that
cheating became impossible in the subsequent election. Trump and
the Military are, this time, standing in the shadows in order for “We
The People” to see firsthand the tyranny, and wake up. Trump and
the military are doing this deliberately. This is not contradictory to the
idea that actually the military are in control, nor is this against the
constitution.

And here is another link for you to start to inform yourself, get the
education it looks like you owe yourself: https :// t.me
/s/mrtruthbombchat/2703 (remove all spaces). We’ve all had to re-
educate ourselves, many of us have had to do 180 degree turns on
previous views. No shame attached. We were trusting and innocent
but realized we had to dig a lot deeper for the truth, and the truth
matters.
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Has anyone ever seen those orders? No. Mark Meadows, Stephen
Miller and other top Trump loyalists say he never signed them.
Trump never says a word about them and he talks non-stop about
everything.

The problem about “educating “ myself with those sources is nothing
they say is provable and “trust me “ doesn’t work for me. So I will
continue to be a skeptic

not necessarily, this is not usual indictments…this is Military and
War, so they probably have gag orders attached…

There have been hundreds of Federal Grand Juries over the past 7
years producing these hundreds of thousands of Federal Sealed
Indictments. There is no secret that they have been operating, their
courtroom proceedings kept secret as always. The Globalists do not
want the people to know about them, therefore their mainstream
FAKE News censors keep them from the public. But we white hat
patriots know all about them. There used to be less than 1000
Federal Sealed Indictments per year, now it is hundreds of
thousands per year. Many have been unsealed, the criminals
arrested, many awaiting trial, many prosecuted, many executed,
many imprisoned.

Feel free to research to your heart’s content.
 remove 2 spaces each link

 https ://bad-boys .us

https ://qresear .ch

And all those who targeted the red states over the blue states track
those mother f’s down now hang them high for all to see.

welp, sound of freedom is about to make 100 million soon.

hollywood is done.

woked up everyone.
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Young adults who escaped child trafficking rings are starting to come
forward, and are naming names via online interviews.

 These rings are worldwide, and many names of those who have
bought children are those we know. The interviews are found here
and there, and pop up sporadically. Some info is gut wrenching, but
important to know.

 Ask yourself why MSM is currently badmouthing The Sound of
Freedom……

 Many dots to connect.

pretty much.

im looking at you china, ccp, wef, Illuminati, the council of nine men,
free masons, kkk, pirates, templars, ussr, mafias, Nazis, Neo-Nazis,
Scientology, skull and bones, Aryan brotherhood, the n gang, cartels,
isis, fbi, cia, doj, supreme court, congress, Antifa, blm, and bunch of
others.

though idk if gangs count.

Last edited 11 hours ago by Talion

Don’t despise small beginnings as the plot thickens.We have bigger
fish to fry right now.

I remembered not long after it started the pharmacist crying about
him being asked about why they pushing the death jab he just cried
saying it was his job they pulled boxes of the jab to see the
paperwork in them all was blank on the readout.

Docs indicted? Nurses and pharmacists who willingly and knowingly
injected the vax for monetary compensation to the programmed
peoples will most unfortunately see a fate unimaginable.

and they have some pharmacists on video being shown the statistics
of the jab, and them saying that they will still be jabbing…those for
sure need to be indicted and hung…”just doing my job”, doesn’t cut
it.
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In the beginning all were fooled…
BUT the hospitals were told not to treat the patients the regular way
as well as nursing homes and VA and clinics. Those drs & nurses
who went along should be removed as well as State health dept
heads with their minions.

 Less than a year after the vax was out did we know it was a death
shot.

 Those pushing the shot still should be hung.
 Those forcing businesses to alter should also be hung.

 Even the governors with their minions who kept things going should
be hung.

 Yes my friends, that’s close to a million people – it will take time to
bring them all to justice.

 There were 5 major states that did the horror… this is where they are
concentrating.

 Pray my brothers & sisters to those that were caught under the
rouge.

I’m glad that the doctors, nurses and other people that were involved
in this genocide are finally being listed and will face justice soon. As
for me, I knew that it was a bad thing to take the jab, get swabbed or
ware the face diaper so I never participated in it. I warned my friends
and family not to take it either but only some of them listened. One
friend almost died. My sister told me that several of her friends get
seriously injured and I think some of them died as a result. Another
one of my sisters took the jab to keep her job and benefits and she
knew that it was bad but she told me that she had no choice
because she couldn’t afford to loose her job. All she had to do is
reach out to family for help but she didn’t. For now, she is OK. She
works for CVS Pharmacy.

First, speaking correctly, they should be HANGED. (It’s NOT the
same usage as for drying your clean, wet laundry. Second, what
does “caught under the rouge” mean?
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Well I for one seen the wicked stuff happening I did not take the jab
my sister on the other hand took the Jab to protect her husband
sounds like he’ll to pay she needs justice for what medical done to
her.

Whoa wait a sec please.The were many doctors,some of them
expert vaccine scientists, who came out and warned everyone,do
not take this,it is deadly.What happened to them,they lost
everything,their license, their practice ect.They never complained
about that.I don’t think they even worried about it.My doctor asked
me about it.have you gotten it? NO. do you want it?NO. May I ask
why and I explained what the experts said,they had taken the time to
break it down so a small guy like me could understand. Ok,no
problem. I had to ask.r.

Hi, I hope you’re feeling better these days.
 I wanted to offer a suggestion. Perhaps you could offer a dark mode

for reading your wonderful articles, since, sometimes, the bright,
white glare makes it very difficult to read them comfortably.

Control your dark mode via your browser. It’s what many of us do.
Works well. Sing out if you need a hand. 👍

Last edited 12 hours ago by Dragonista

don’t forget all of the dancing nurses too. all those who worked in the
nursing homes killing our elderly. it should be well over 100k. much
more.

Yes! When my Dad was in the Veteran’s facility in Grand Rapids, MI
years ago, a number of nurses were caught smothering their patients
to death with pillows. To this day I believe that is what they did to my
Dad as he was in the group of people that died. My Mom & family
were too distraught to take any action. No one listened to me and
some of these nurses were arrested. When grief hits, it is hard to
take action. Get the damn nurses. Also, these foreigners who come
to the USA to become MD’s & then do very little to help our veterans.
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How interesting, my sisters doctor told her to find exactly this after
she refused to take the shot. She said he was really pushing her
hard to take it and when she declined he told her that she’s going to
have to find another doctor. Hopefully he’s on the list.

GOOD. It’s about time. Absolutely NO sympathy! Can’t wait for these
traitors to be tried, convicted & hung. NO SYMPATHY
WHATSOEVER!!

They did not show sympathy on the hundreds of thousand that died
cause they pushed the jab shame on them.

Daniel 2:43
 And whereas thou sawest the iron mixed with miry clay, “”THEY””

shall be mingled indeed together with the seed of man, but “”THEY””
shall not stick fast one to another, as iron cannot be mixed with clay.

 (FALLEN ANGEL HYBRID OFFSPRING)

The other side of midnight, the real version. The end of Doctors
playing God. Treason is Treason. Time for us to shed blood over our
Constitution. Democracy is Treason walking among us.

Treason is treason and murder is murder. I’m convinced these
people knew the dangers of these vaccines — if not at first, then
certainly soon after.

Putin speech said “Exhorbitant ambitions and personal interests lead
to treason”. How they can judge people will be interesting.

The pressure and push of people at all levels, giving that jab was
beyond belief. People with needles and swabs were trigger happy.

Some were tricked by what I heard was just trusting the system and
the first two months was saline placebos to further trick people. I
heard Benjamin Fulford say that Trump didn’t do all that jab
promotion, it was a Trump clone promoting the jab.
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No matter how I look at it, seems things with it took way too long to
end.

Also collaborating with the enemy. The Globalist Deep-State
illuminati enemy wants a worldwide DEPOPULATION of over 6.5
billion people, which they have been bragging about for decades.
These doctors, nurses, pharmacists, hospitals, nursing homes,
politicians, Hollywood stars, FAKE Newsmedia liars, collaborated
with the enemy and committed treason.

Our US Military can quietly, away from the bribed corrupt judicial
system, prosecute civilians for Treason & Crimes Against Humanity.
After 911, Congress passed the Authorization of Use of Military
Force, War on Terrorism, on September 14, 2001; became law
September 18, 2001. (Law of Armed Conflict) Still in effect and
lawful. NDAA, Patriot Act still in effect, to be used on THEM instead
of on us as intended.

American citizens who collaborate with the enemy can be
considered “enemy combatants”. (Johnson vs Eisenstrager (339 US
763 1950))

There is no constitutional right to collaborate with the enemy against
the American government, and American citizens can be prosecuted
by the US military as “enemy combatants”. (Hamdi vs Rumsfeld (03-
6696 6-28-2004))

 (Verified by SCOTUS nominee Brett Kavanaugh)

https ://www .youtube .com/watch?v=MJxG2QM3Y3o

And I pray they get ALL those who jabbed our Veterans at their
homes for Veteran’s. In 2021 (Jan 6th) the National Guard with
blessings from US Army General Paul Rogers, and the help of the
Michigan National Guard, jabbed hundreds of staff & residents at the
GR Veterans facility. “Taking care of & supporting our residents at
these homes is not only an honor, but a duty. This vaccine helps
ensure they are receiving quality & long-term care & is central to our
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‘member for life’ concept.” From the lips of Gen. Rogers. In
partnership with CVS, of course. Kent Co health dept. made sure
that the Jacobetti home for vets & the GR Vets home were the 1st to
get the jab to get back to a “normal” way of life since these men were
isolated in their rooms since October.

Víte, jestli nějací veteráni zemřeli nebo utrpěli poškození srdce v
domě Jacobetti? Pokud ne, mohl to být pokus dát jim všem placebo
a ochránit je před dalšími pokusy o očkování.

Velmi vysoké procento JAB v časné plandemii bylo placebem.

 
 


